
Ransom attacks at historic level
Cyberattacks have quadrupled in the pandemic. Lax disclosure rules
mean the true figure may be far worse. President Joe Biden’s talks with
Vladimir Putin about cyberattacks carried out by Russian-based
criminals have had negligible impact.

The drastic increase in cyberattacks mirrors Bitcoin price increases. It
is now easy to launch attacks with little to no technical knowledge in a
growing market of ‘ransomware as a service’, where hackers maintain
their ransomware code but rent it out to take a cut of any extortion
payments.

Ransomware gangs continue to proliferate as the economics become
ever more compelling. The FBI tracked over 100 gangs, the largest one
made an estimated $200m annual revenue.

A cottage industry for ‘ransomware negotiators’ has emerged. These
middlemen are tasked by victims with haggling down the ransom
payments. They continue to be in high demand. During June and July,
the US suffered 10 cyberattacks on healthcare, 9 on schools and 10 on
public state and local government groups.

The average ransom payment has fallen in the second quarter to
$139,576 from more than $200,000 in the first quarter, amid an
emergence of smaller ransomware groups. But in 80% of the attacks,
hackers are using the newer tactic of threatening to leak data as extra
leverage in exploiting victims. About half of these ‘leak threat’ victims
paid out in the second quarter.

VC-backed cyber companies acquired at record
pace

Venture capital investors are putting a record amount of money into cybersecurity start-ups. At the
same time, there has been an explosion of M&A deals in the space. The number of M&A deals for
venture-backed cybersecurity companies in the first seven months of 2021 almost equals the total
amount for all of last year. This year has already seen 77 deals, compared to the record total of 80
for the entirety of 2020.

The value of these deals has skyrocketed. While the terms of many deals involving VC-backed
companies are not announced, the 16 deals in which terms were announce put $11.4 billion back in
the investors’ pockets. This amount already surpasses all of what was reported last year- $5.6 billion.

M&A activities have flowed to a variety of subsectors within the cybersecurity sphere- from
authentication to Kubernetes workload security, and threat intelligence to governance, risk
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management and compliance. The most popular subsectors are identity management solutions and
cloud and network security offerings. Out of the 77 deals this year, 47 have involved these two
areas. This indicates heightened interest around security platforms that can help keep companies’
employees and networks safe in the new hybrid work environment the pandemic has brought. TPG,
Microsoft, Palo Alto Networks, Ping Identity and Fidelity Cybersecurity have all made acquisitions in
these two subsectors.

Another key takeaway from this year’s cybersecurity M&A deals is the variety of the buyers- which
helps explain the prices. In addition to strategic buyers acquiring venture-backed companies, private
equity firms such as TPG, Bain, the Carlyle Group and Audax Private Equity are also buying, so are
consulting firms (Deloitte and PwC) and large tech players not exclusively associated with security
such as IBM’s Red Hat and Datadog.

HackerU acquires Cybint for $50m to create a global education group
HackerU, who provides digital workforce training to students, post-graduate professionals and the
community in the US, Europe and Asia through partnerships with universities, is to acquire Cybint, a
SaaS-based cyber education company, who has a strong emphasis on corporate training. The deal
is understood to be worth $50m. Cybint, founded in 2014, had previously raised $7.5m thus far. It
launches cyber-training camps centres and boot camps worldwide. HackerU has been around for 15
years and has raised $100m over the last 4 years. Its clients include New York University.

The combined entity, re-named ThriveDX’s geographic footprint will increase. ThriveDX’s main
competitor will be 2U, which acquired Trilogy in 2019 for $750m. It is hoped that the merger will
solidify ThriveDX’s ability to reskill and upskill individuals at any stage of their professional life
woldwide. The market potential is vast. Some 3.1m cybersecurity vacancies were left unfilled in
2020, with 63% corporations reporting their employees to be unqualified in cybersecurity.

US Federal prosecutors hacked by SolarWinds’ Russian hackers
The Russian hackers behind the massive SolarWinds cyberespionage campaign broke into the
email accounts of some of the most prominent Federal prosecutors’ offices around the country last
year. 80% of Microsoft email accounts used in four New York offices were breached, including those
used for investigating and prosecuting white-collar crimes and those investigating people close to the
former President, Donald Trump.

The Administrative Office of US Courts was also breached, providing SolarWinds hackers another
entry point to steal confidential information such as trade secrets, espionage targets, whistleblower
reports and arrest warrants. Email accounts belonging to top Homeland Security staff were hacked,
endangering information used in hunting threats from foreign countries.

Zoom settles US class action privacy lawsuit for $86m
Zoom has agreed to pay $86m (£61.9m) to settle a class action privacy lawsuit in the US. Zoom was
accused of invading the privacy of millions of users by sharing personal data with Facebook, Google
and LinkedIn. Zoom has come under fire for security flaws, including a vulnerability that allowed an
attacker to remove attendees from meetings, spoof messages from users and hijack shared screens.
Another saw Mac users forced into calls without their knowledge. On top of this, plaintiffs have
accused Zoom of misrepresenting its encryption protocol- transport encryption- as end-to-end
encryption. This means Zoom can access the video and audio of meetings. The preliminary
settlement awaits the judge’s approval. Zoom denies any wrongdoing.

Cherie Blair’s law firm linked to Israeli group behind Pegasus spyware
Ex-UK Prime Minister, Tony Blair’s wife, Cherie Blair’s law firm, Omnia Strategy, serves as an
external ethical adviser to NSO group, an Israeli firm which sells hacking software to law
enforcement and intelligence agencies to spy on a target phone.

The security company has been criticised after Amnesty International and Forbidden Stories, an
investigative journalism group, revealed a list of more than 50,000 phone numbers of people claimed
to be of interest to clients of NSO Group since 2016. They allegedly include Roula Khalaf, the editor
of the Financial Times and Hanan Eltr, wife of the murdered dissident journalist Jamal Khashoggi.


